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Abstract

This thesis will show how digital circuits, devices, can be derived from their behavioral
specification. The approach used is formal, based on higher order logic, without extensive
proofs. It is intended to show that the derivation of digital circuits using formal methods
is possible. Besides a short introduction to higher order logic, structural abstraction, data
abstraction, temporal abstraction and behavioral abstraction is discussed.

Structural abstraction is the suppression of information about a device's internal struc
ture. An abstract specification of the behavior of a device containing no information about
the internal structure of a device shows what is meant by structural abstraction. The
internal structure can be revealed from the specification by a derivation to the elemen
tary operations on the data abstraction level of the specification. This process is called
decomposition and is illustrated by the derivation of a multiplier.

Data abstraction is the mapping from the data types of the behavioral specification of
an implementation of a device to the more abstract data types of the specification. This
process is called transformation and is illustrated by the derivation of an adder.

Temporal abstraction is the mapping of points or periods in a 'low level' time to points
or periods in a 'high level' time. This process is illustrated by the derivation of a Flip-Flop.

Behavioral abstraction is the possibility to specify the behavior of devices partially.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advances in microelectronics make it possible to build electronic devices of unprece
dented size and complexity. With increasing size and complexity, however, it becomes
increasingly difficult to ensure that such systems will not malfunction because of design
errors.

This problem has been the reason for many researchers to look for a firm theoretical
basis for correct design of hardware systems. A specification of the behavior of electronic
devices is needed to be able to reason about correct implementations of electronic devices.
This specification has to be expressed formally and concisely. Hardware design languages
(HDL's) have been developed to express specifications and designs of electronic devices.

Hanna and Deach [HD86, p. 180] showed why a typed higher-order predicate logic
[End72] is the best formalism for expressing the semantics of a Hardware Design Language
(HDL) They have based their choice on the following criteria:

• the formalism already exists

• the formalism is powerful and concise

• the formalism allows informal and intuitive reasoning

• the formalism allows partial descriptions

• the formalism is strictly formal

1.1 Verification and derivation

Gordon has introduced a version of higher-order logic which can be used to prove digital
circuits correct with respect to their specification [Gor86]. He expresses a digital circuit
in a predicate ,·...hich is calculated from the specifications of the components of the circuit,
the implementation, and compares it to the specification, which is also a predicate. If the
specification implies the implementation then the circuit is correct. De Graaff has shown
that there may be several implementations that satisfy the same specification and vice versa
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[dG90]. Subrahmanyam and Herbert studied how to deal with timing and abstraction in
higher-order logic [Sub88, Her89]. The Hardware Verification Group at Cambridge have
developed the HOL-system, a theorem proving system for higher-order logic [GorSS]. Most
of the authors mentioned above have used this system to derive proofs. A different theorem
prover is VERITAS, developed at the University of Kent [HD85].

Gordon's higher-order logic has proved to be useful. It complies to all criteria for a
formalism for expressing a HDL, but it is focused on verification of existing digital circuits.
Deriving digital circuits from a specification is something else. In what way does deriving
differ from verifying? Proving the correctness of a design using hardware verification
typically involves [MeIS8, p. 267]:

• \Vriting a set of formulas S which express the specification of the device whose design
is to be proven correct.

• Describing the design or implementation of the device by a second set of formulas I.

• Proving that a 'satisfaction' or correctness relation holds between the sets of formulas
I and S - i.e. that the implementation satisfies the specification.

This process is usually carried out at each level of the structural hierarchy of the design.
The top level specification is shown to be satisfied by some connection of components; the
specification of these components are in turn shown to be satisfied by their implementa
tions, and so on - until the level of primitive components is reached. If this technique is
to be used to verify large and complex designs, it is clear that the 'satisfaction relation'
that is used can not be strict equivalence. Otherwise, at each level of the design hierarchy,
the specifications will contain all the information present in the design descriptions at the
level below. For large and complex designs this means that the specifications at the upper
levels of the hierarchy will themselves become so large and complex that they can no longer
be seen to reflect the intended behavior of the device. Furthermore, proofs of equivalence
will become unmanageable.

A satisfaction or correctness relation based on the idea of abstraction, rather than
equivalence, is the key to making formal verification of large designs tractable. In the
derivation process, a design or implementation of a device is found by deriving the im
plementation from a specification of the device. For large and complex designs derivation
is manageable if the idea of abstraction, as described in [MeISS], is used. Derivation of a
specification has to match the informal modes of expression and intuitive reasoning [HD86,
p. 180]. Johnson [Joh86] has shown that functional calculus is an appropriate basis for
deriving digital circuits from their specifications. His idea will be used in the specification
of devices described in this thesis.

1.1.1 Abstraction

The idea of abstraction described below is due to [MeIS8]. Abstraction involves the sup
pression of irrelevant detail of information, in order to concentrate on the things of interest.
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In hardware verification and derivation, the larger and more complex the system we are
describing, the more irrelevant detail must be ignored to keep the specifications small.
Thus, in general, specifications will be abstractions of the devices actually implemented.
This means that the satisfaction or correctness relation that is used must involve abstrac
tion mechanisms that, by removing information, relate the more detailed implementation
descriptions to their abstract specifications.

Example. The specification of a microprocessor, for example, would include a description
of the effect of each instruction on the machine registers. The description of a microcoded
implementation of the system would contain far more information, including the exact
sequence of the microinstructions which implements each macroinstruction. To show that
this design is correct, we would have to prove that each microcode sequence produces the
effect on the registers that is required by the specification of the corresponding macroin
struction. Here, the abstraction mechanism used to relate the levels of description is the
composition of state changes; by composing a sequence of low level state changes to get
a single transition, we 'hide' from the top level specification information about the inter
mediate state changes that occur during macroinstruction execution.

Derivation. In hardware derivation, an abstract description is derived from the specifi
cation. This description must contain only elementary operations where further derivation
within the abstraction level of the specification is not useful. Then the related imple
mentation description can be derived to one that contains elementary operations in the
implementation level. These operations can be derived on a lower implementation level,
and so on - until the descriptions of primitive components is reached.

Example. In the example of the microprocessor, the macroinstruction is being derived to
one or more elementary macroinstructions. For example, an addition of a value in memory,
m, and the value in a register, r, can be replaced by reading the value m in the accumulator
first, and then add it to the value in r. Writing macroinstructions as microinstructions is
done on a lower level. At the abstract level, we only know what each instruction does; at
the more detailed implementation level, we also know how the instruction does it.

Suppose that we have proved the behavioral descriptions on an implementation level
of elementary operations on an abstract level correct with respect to their formal specifi
cations. Then we can use these specifications to prove a behavioral description of a larger
device correct with respect to the specification if the description consists the elementary
operations on the abstract level. At the same time we have a 'translation' of the behav
ioral description to the implementation level. If we do this at each level of the proof of
a hierarchically structured design, we can control the size and complexity of the entire
proof. In this way, abstraction mechanisms combine with hierarchical structuring to make
it possible to handle proofs of large systems.

Kinds of abstraction. There are four kinds of abstraction:
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1. structural abstraction

2. behavioral abstraction

3. data abstraction

4. temporal abstraction

They will be discussed below.

1.1.2 Structural abstraction

The kind of abstraction most fundamental to hardware verification and derivation is struc
tural abstraction - the suppression of information about a device's internal structure.
The idea of structural abstraction is that the specification of a device should not reflect
its internal construction, but only its externally observable behavior. The description of a
device's implementation, however, must contain explicit information about its structure;
the mechanism of structural abstraction therefore involves formalizing the idea that such
information concerns 'internal' structure.

1.1.3 Behavioral abstraction

Behavioral abstraction concerns specifications that only partially define a device's behavior,
leaving unspecified its behavior in certain states or for certain input values. Such partial
specification is appropriate. For example, when we know that a device will never have
to operate in certain environments then it is unnecessary to specify its expected behavior
in all environments. The mechanism of behavioral abstraction serves to relate partial
specifications to implementation descriptions that fully define the device's behavior, by
showing that they agree on the device's behavior for all states and inputs that are of
interest, i.e. that are defined by the specification.

1.1.4 Data abstraction

The concept of data abstraction is well known from programming language theory. There
are several abstract data types which are useful for formal specification of hardware; a
simple example is the type of boolean truth values; a data abstraction from analog signals
routinely used by hardware designers to reason about circuits. Another example is the
type of n-bit integers, represented at a less abstract level by vectors of booleans.

A data abstraction step consists of a mapping from the data types of an implementation
description to more abstract data types of the specification. This mapping is then used
to show that the operations carried out on the low level data types correctly implement
the desired operations on the high level types. In the hardware derivation we only deter
mine elementary operations on the high level data types and show that the corresponding
operations carried out on the low level data types correctly implement those operations.
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Any complex operation expressed in elementary operations on high level data types can
be 'translated' to the low level data types because there are already correct 'translations'
of the elementary operations in the high level data type to operations in low level data
types. So it is not necessary to express complex operations in high level data types in
operations in low level data types if there are enough elementary operations in the high
level data type.

1.1.5 Temporal abstraction

In temporal abstraction a sequential or time-dependent behavior of a device is viewed
at different 'grains' of discrete time. An example of temporal abstraction is the unit
delay or register, implemented using an edge triggered flip flop. At the abstract level of
description the device is specified as a unit delay, one 'unit' discrete time corresponding to
the clock period; at the detailed level of description the grain of time is finer, several units
of time corresponding to the delay through a gate. The proof of a microcoded computer
design, mentioned above, also involves temporal abstraction; at the higher level there is
one machine instruction step per unit of discrete time. Relating the levels of temporal
abstraction involves mapping points or periods of low level time to points or periods of
high level time and showing that a many-step low level computation implements a one-step
high level computation.

1.2 How this thesis is organized

This thesis will describe a method to derive implementations of digital circuits from an
abstract specification of the behavior of the circuits. The four kinds of abstraction men
tioned above will be explained using higher order logic. A short introduction to higher
order logic will be given and some examples will illustrate the kinds of abstraction used.
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Chapter 2

Decomposition

How can we derive a behavioral description expressed in elementary operations from a
behavioral specification of a circuit? To answer this question, we need to know what the
elementary operations are.

Elementary operations. The behavior of elementary operations is specified within an
abstraction level and has a description in a lower abstraction level such that the description
satisfies the specification of the operation. If there is no lower abstraction level, then the
description is expressed in primitive operations, that is, operations specifying primitive
electronic devices like NAND-gates, inverters, et cetera.

If there is a lower abstraction level, then the behavioral description in the lower abstrac
tion level is expressed in elementary operations in that level. Those elementary operations
have descriptions in another lower abstraction level, and so on - until the primitive ab
straction level is reached.

2.1 Decomposition of a specification

The derivation of a specification to a behavioral description in elementary operations is
called decomposition. Let us study an example.

Example. On IN, the set of all natural numbers, the operations defined on IN are addition
(+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x) and the' div ' and' mod' operations. All these
operations have to be constructed from elementary operations in a low level data type, first.
The operation for multiplication can be constructed using the other elementary operations
on IN. We will see this in the following section.

2.2 Decomposition of a multiplier

First, some mathematics is defined before a decomposition of a multiplier is derived. We
will use the conditional (p -+ t lu) denoting 'if p then t else u'. Mathematical induction will
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Multa -----I

1-----::---- C
axb

b--~

Figure 2.1: De multiplier

be used to prove some parts of the derivation. It is based on the following principle:

If P(O) holds and if P(x) implies P(x + 1) for each number x, then P(x)
holds for every number x, where P is a property of x.

VVe assume that addition, decrement, the conditional operation and the equivalence test
are elementary operations: 1

• 'e == a + b' means 'e has the value of the addition of the values a and b'

• 'e == (a - 1)' means 'e has the value of a decreased by l'

• 'e == (t --+ alb)' means 'e has the value of a if t == true and the value of b otherwise'

• 'e == a = b' means 'e has the value true if a _ b and has the value false otherwise'

The multiplication operation is not an elementary operation, because it has no imple
mentation with a behavioral description satisfying the specification of the behavior of the
multiplication operation.

Specification. We will first define and specify a multiplier before a derivation is made.
A multiplier is a device with two input lines and one output line (see figure 2.1).

The behavior of the input lines a and b are represented by the variables 2 a and b.
We want the multiplier to multiply the values of a and b and therefore we describe the
desired behavior of the output line c by the infixed operation a x b. Multiplying is defined
on natural numbers, so a E IN and b E IN. The result a x b is also a natural number, so
a x bE IN.

The multiplier in figure 2.1 can be specified by:

A1ult(a, b) == a X b

where the function Mult specifies the behavior of the output line c of the device Mult in
figure 2.1.

J'c == b' means 'c has the value of b'.
2 0 bjects that can contain any value
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Derivation. The expression a x b can be rewritten to a recursive form:

a x b =(a = a -+ a I b+ (a - 1) x b) (2.1 )

We will replace the infix operator + by a prefix operator f. Let f be a function defined
by:

f(a, b) = a x b

Substitution of equation (2.2) in equation (2.1) gives:

f(a, b) = (a = a -+ a I b+ f(a -l,b))

(2.2)

(2.3)

The function f is defined recursively; it calls itself with different arguments. We will rewrite
f to get rid of the recursive expression. Let 9 be a function defined on IN by:

We will prove (2.5):

g(a,b,c) - (a -l,b,b+ c)

gQ(a,b,O) _ (O,b,a x b)

(2.4)

(2.5)

Proof of 2.5. We will use mathematical induction applied to j, j E IN, such that a~
j ~ a in the induction hypothesis:

gi(a,b,O) = (a-j,b,j x b) (2.6)

Equation (2.6) follows directly if j = O. Assume (2.6) as induction hypothesis for °~ j < a

to prove:

gi+ 1 (a,b,O)

{ (2.6) }

g(a -j,b,j x b)

{ j < a (2.4) }
(a - j - 1, b, U x b) + b)

{ calc. }

(a - U+ l),b,U + 1) x b)

Equation (2.5) follows directly from (2.6) for j = a.
(end of proof)

The function 9 is not recursive; it contains only addition and subtraction but it must be
applied a times to obtain the result a x b. An implementation of f with a devices specified
by 9 is shown in figure 2.2:
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a
b
o

91

Figure 2.2: An implementation of the multiplier

a

b

MULT
x=O

Y

x == Io(x, a)

c

d

Figure 2.3: De multiplier having states x and y

2.3 Introducing internal states

This implementation can be improved if we use only one device specified by 9 by feeding
the result of that device at its inputs. To do so we need some internal states to store the
result to feed it back to the inputs. What internal states actually are and how they are
created will be discussed later.

The multiplier MULT in figure 2.3 has two inputs a and b, and two outputs c and d. The
first output, c, has a behavior described by the expression x = 0 which means that it has
the value true if the value of x equals O. The second output, d, has a behavior described
by y. The variables x and y describe the behavior of two internal states and are specified
by the functions 10 and II:

Io(x,a) = (x = 0 -+ alx -1)

II (x, y, b) = (x = 0 -+ 0Iy + b)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The equations x == Io( x, a) and y == II (x, y , b) describe the 'next state' of x and y, respec
tively. The device in figure 2.3 is therefore specified by:

MULT(x,y,a,b) (x=O,y)

x == Io(x,a)

y - II (x, y, b)

11
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We will prove:
(x =0) =} (MU LT(x, y, a, b) _ (true, a x b))

Proof of 2.12. Suppose x 0, then

MU LT(O, y, a, b)
{def. 2.8, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 }

.MULT(a, 0, a, b)

MULT(a - i,j x b, a, b)

MU LT(O, a x b, a, b)

(true, a x b)

(2.12)

(end of proof)
Let us see if an implementation can be made for device MULT. Suppose that there are

devices specified by:

COND(b, x, y)
DEC(x)

EQ(x)

ZERO

ADD(x,y)

(b---+xly)
x-I

(x = 0)
o
x+y

The multiplier MULT can be implemented as illustrated in figure 2.4 derived directly from
(2.8), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) by substituting the definitions of COND, DEC, EQ,
ZERO and ADD. In figure 2.4, the device COND has inputs labeled with true and false.
A labeled input is selected if its label corresponds with the value on the unlabeled input
of the COND-device.

The implementation in figure 2.4 has one problem; how do we synchronize the two
COND-devices ? This problem did not arise in the derivation of the implementation, but it
will when the behavioral specification of COND is derived on a lower abstraction level. We
will have to deal with timing one way or another, and that will be the moment where we
discover that this implementation will not work wihout a synchronization of the COND 
devices.

Before we go any further, let us first study higher order logic.
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ZERO I

0
true I

I
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I
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I

f
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I
I I
I I

b

a

L ~

Figure 2.4: Implementation of MULT
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Chapter 3

The description formalism

This chapter gives an introduction to typed higher-order predicate logic. It is not necessary
to read this section if you have some knowledge of higher order logic. However,it is the basis
of the following chapters and can be helpful in understanding those sections. Especially
when types are discussed. This article was to a large extent inspired by [Pau87] and
[Gor88].

3.1 Formal logic

A formal logic or calculus comprises assertions and inference rules. The assertions express
meaningful statements that can be either true or false. An assertion is true if the statement
expressed by the assertion is true and it is false otherwise. Each inference rule has the
form 'from A, B, ... conclude Q', where the assertions A, B, ... are the premises of the
rule, and Q is the conclusion. The theorems are those assertions that can be proved by
applying inference rules to other theorems. In order to have any theorems, there must be
at least one axiom, a rule with no premises. A proofcan be written as a tree whose root is
the theorem, whose branches are rules, and whose leaves are axioms. An inference rule is
sound provided that if every premise is true, then so is the conclusion. A logic is sound if
all inference rules in it are sound. A logic is complete if every true assertion is a theorem
(has a formal proof).

\Ve construct assertions from other assertions using logical connectives or quantifiers.
For example, we can construct the assertion A 1\ B and the assertion A V B from the
assertions A and B. The symbols V and 1\ are called logical connectives. The use of these
logical connectives is determined by inference rules.

3.2 First-order logic

In first-order logic and higher-order logic the assertions are called formulae. A formula is
built up from terms. In typed logic, every term has exactly one type. The use of types
imposes constraints on terms, but also makes a logic more complicated. We will therefore
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study first-order logic and higher-order logic before types and typed terms are introduced.
The terms in this section are untyped.

Functions. A function F is a set of ordered pairs such that, for each x in the domain of
F there is exactly one y in the range of F such that F(x) equals y. The domain of F is the
set of all elements x such that F(x) exists. The range of F is the set of all elements y such
that there is an x in the domain of F where y equals F(x). If F is a function and x is in
its domain, then is F( x) a function application or combination. The function application
F(x) is also written as (F x) .

n-place functions. An n-place function is a function F where each x in the domain of
F is an n-tuple. IF F is an n-place function, then we say that F has n arguments.

Variables. A variable is an object that can take any value. It can be replaced by another
variable or a function application.

Terms. Terms denote mathematical entities such as sets, functions, or numbers. We
assume that there exists an infinite set of variables and, for each n ~ 0, a set of n-place
function symbols. A term is a variable or a function application f(tl ... in), where f is an
n-place function symbol and tt, . .. ,in are terms. A a-place function symbol is a constant
symbol; the term cO is written c and called a constant.

Predicates. A predicate is a formula: it can either be true or false. If P is an n-place
predicate symbol I and it, .. . ,in are terms, for any n where n ~ 0, then P(t l ••• t n) is a
predicate. Predicates are also called atomic formulae. The a-place predicates are trueO
and falseO; they are the only a-place predicates. They are written without parentheses:
true and false abbreviates true() and false() respectively.

Formulae. A formula is a predicate or has the form (A), A 1\ B, A V B, A ==:::} B, ...,A,
V'x.A or ::lx.A, where A and B are formulae and x is a variable.

The truth of non-atomic formulae is determined as follows:

• (A) is true if A is.

• A 1\ B is true if both A and B are. A formula constructed this way IS called a
conjunction.

• A V B is true if either A or B is. A formula constructed this way is called a disjunction.

• A ==:::} B is true provided that if A is true then so is B. A formula constructed this
way is called an implication.

1 A predicate symbol that has n arguments.
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• ...,A is true if A is false. A formula constructed this way is called a negation.

• Vx.A is true provided that A is true for every x. A formula constructed this way is
called a universal quantification.

• 3x.A is true if A is true for some x. A formula constructed this way is called an
existential quantification.

The symbols A and B are formulae and x is a variable. The bi-implication A {:=? B
abbreviates (A ==::} B)A(B ==::} A). Precedence conventions lessen the need for parentheses
in formulae. The symbol..., binds most tightly, followed by 1\, V, ==}, and ¢:::::} in decreasing
order. The scope of a quantifier extends as far to the right as possible. One quantifier can
bind several occurrences of a variable at once. Example: Vx.A 1\ B V A 1\ C abbreviates
Vx.((A A B) V (A 1\ C)). Binding and quantifiers will be defined later.

In [Gor86], Gordon uses the symbol J instead of ==:::} to denote implication. Although
many other articles have adopted the same symbol for implications, we will not do so.
There is no reason to introduce a new symbol for denoting implications if the old one still
can be used.

We will not discuss the axioms and inference rules [Pau87, p. 181-244] and assume a suf
ficient knowledge of predicate calculus. Textbooks about predicate calculus, like [End72],
can be helpful.

3.2.1 Binding and substitution

We have discussed the logical connectives 1\, V, ==::::}, ..., and ¢::::::}. Together they are
the logical connectives of propositional calculus. Adding the universal quantifier and the
existential quantifier extends propositional calculus to predicate calculus, also called first
order logic.

When expressing Vx.A, the formula A can contain a variable x. This is the case if A is
a predicate with x as one of its arguments. In Vx.A, the variable x is said to be bound.

Sometimes renaming of a variable is necessary. If x and y range over natural numbers
then Vx.3y.x ¢ y is a true formula. 2 Substituting y for x, it is wrong to conclude 3y.y ¢ y.
The problem is the capture of a free variable. The cure is to define what it means for a
variable to occur free or bound in a term, and to restrict substitution accordingly.

Binding. A variable x occurs bound in a formula, defined by structural induction to its
occurrence:

• x occurs bound in Vy.A or 3y.A if x and yare the same variable or x occurs bound
in A

• x occurs bound in ...,A if x occurs bound in A

2The expression :I; == Y means ':I; equals y', :I; =$. y abbreviates -'(:1; == y).
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• x occurs bound in A 1\ B, A VB, A ::::::::::} B, or A {::::::} B if x occurs bound in A or x
occurs bound in B

A variable x occurs free in a formula in the following cases:

• x occurs free in Vy.A or :3y.A if x and yare different variables and x occurs free in A

• x occurs free in ...,A if x occurs free in A

• x occurs free in A 1\ B, A VB, A ===::} B, or A {::::::::} B if x occurs free in A or x occurs
free in B

• x occurs free in P( tt, ... ,tn) if x occurs in one of the terms t l , ... , tn, where P is an
n-place predicate symbol.

Note that a variable can occur free as well as bound. For example, x occurs free in the left
disjunct and bound in the right disjunct in:

x =0 V Vx.:3y.y < x

Substitution. We will express A[t/x] as the substitution of term t for the variable x
in formula A. We can also express simultaneous substitutions: A[tI/Xl, ••• ,tn / Xn] is the
formula that results from simultaneously substituting t l for Xl and ... and tn for X n in
A. Substitution is also defined on terms: u[tI/X}, • •• ,tn / Xn) is the term that results from
simultaneously substituting t l for Xl and ... and tn for X n in the term u.

In the substitution A[t/x]' the free variables of term t stand in danger of becoming
bound in A. Substitution requires special care if a free variable of t occurs bound in A.
Only free occurrences of x are replaced by t. If we want to define substitution correctly
then we have to rename bound variables of A if necessary to avoid the capture of a free
variable. Substitution can be precisely defined by induction on the structure of a formula:

• in Vy.A, if x equals y then the result of the substitution is Vy.A. Otherwise, if y occurs
not free in t then the result is Vy.A[t/x]. Otherwise, let z be a variable different from
x and every variable occurring in A or t; the result is 'Iz.A[z/y][t/x].

• in :3y.A, substitution is similar to the previous case.

• in --.A, the result is --.(A[t/x))

• in A 1\ B the result is A[t/x] 1\ B[t/x]

• in A V B the result is A[t/x] V B[t/x]

• in A===::} B the result is A[t/x] ===::} B[t/x]

• in A {::::::::} B the result is A[t/x] ¢::::::? B[t/x]

• in P(UI, ... , urn), where P is an m-place predicate symbol and UI, ••. , Urn are terms,
the result is P(Ul[t/X]' . .. , Urn [t/x]) , by substitution of the terms.

Renaming a bound variable is called a-conversion.
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3.2.2 Quantification

The universal quantifier is defined by saying that a formula Vx.A is true if A is true for
every assignment of values to its free variables. So Vx.P(x) is true if P(x) is for all values
of x, where P is an I-place predicate symbol.

The existential quantifier is defined by saying that a formula 3x.A is true if A is true
for at least one value of each of its free variables. So :Jx.P(x) is true if P(x) is for some
value of x, where P is an I-place predicate symbol.

3.2.3 Mathematical Induction

Mathematical induction can be used to introduce a formula of the form Vx.A. An informal
statement of mathematical induction is:

Definition 1 (Mathematical induction) If P(O) is true and if P(x) implies P(x + 1)
for every natural number x, then P(x) holds for every natural number x and predicate P.

3.3 Higher-order logic

By allowing quantification of predicate or function symbols we obtain second-order logic
[End72, p. 268]. Allowing quantifiers over all formula variables gives higher-order logic
[Pau87, p. 15]. Both formal logics imply the need for functions. It is necessary to study
terms and the equivalence or inequivalence between them before reasoning about functions.

3.3.1 Equality

Equality is expressed by the symbol =. The formula a == b denotes the equality between
two terms. 3 The symbol = is reserved for a test for the equality of two values resulting
resulting in the boolean value true and false. Syntactically t = u is a term while t =u
is a formula. 4

The equality predicate is an equivalence relation because it is reflexive, symmetric and
transitive.

3.3.2 Lambda expressions

A lambda expression or abstraction has the form: AX.t, where t is a term and x is a variable.
It is defined by:

f == AX.t~ Vx·f(x) == t(x)

where f and t are functions.

3Bi-implication ¢:::::::> is defined on formulae, not on terms.
4Gordon does not distinguish terms from formulae in [Gor88].
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Currying For an n-place function h(XI, X2, . .. , x n ) it is possible to define H, for any
n ~ 1, by:

This representation is called currying, and H is a curried function.

Functionals A function that operates on other functions is called a functional or a higher
order function. The logic based on lambda expressions is called ..\-calculus.

Terms We have four kinds of terms: constants, variables, abstractions, and combinations.
We did already discuss constants and variables. The abstraction (..\x.t), where t is a term,
expresses the dependence of t upon x as a function. The combination (t u), where t and u
are terms, denotes the application of the function t to the argument u.

We can omit brackets when the meaning is clear, writing P m n instead of ((P m)n) or
P(m(n)). Also we can do a single..\ do the work of several, writing..\ x y.t instead of >.x.>.y.t.
These conventions are especially convenient for curried functions: write (..\ x y.X2+y2) m n
instead of (((..\x.>.y.x2+ y2)m)n) or ((>.x ...\y.x2+ y2)(m))n.

3.3.3 Lambda reductions

Lambda reductions or conversions allow a term to be evaluated. Each reduction converts a
term to an equivalent term. Most important is f3-reduction, the substitution of a function's
argument into its body:

(>.x.t)u =t[u/x]

Another lambda reduction is the forming of combinations and abstractions:

r =81\ t =u ===} (r t) =(8 u)

t == u ===} (..\x.i) =(..\x.u)

Binding. Binding of variables by terms of the ..\-calculus can occur, so we must distin
guish between free and bound variables. In >.x.t, the variable x is bound. Renaming the
bound variable is called a-conversion:

..\x.t =..\y.i[y/x]

By a-conversion the formula f( x) == x2 means exactly the same as the formula f(y) == y2.
The substitution of term t for variable x in term u, uri/x]' is defined inductively by

case analysis on u:

• u = >.y.r. If x equals y then uri/xl = ..\y.r. Otherwise, if y is not free in t then
u[t/x] - >.y.r[t/x]. Otherwise, let z be a variable different from x and every variable
occurring in r or t then u[t/x] = ..\z.r[z/y][t/x].
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• U = (r s) <===> uri/xl == r[i/x](s[i/x]) .

• u is a constant or variable. If u equals x in uri/xl then uri/x] == ij otherwise uri/x] ==
u.

The A-calculus is also described by Gordon [Gor79, p. 23-48] and [Pau87]. Typed
A-calculus banishes many strange constructions that untyped A-calculus has. In typed
A-calculus, each term belongs to one fixed type. Types can be constructed from the basic
types like' num " the type of natural numbers, or 'bool " the type of booleans. Types will
be defined in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Specification

The example in section 2.2 has shown us how we can derive an implementation of a digital
circuit when the behavior of that circuit is specified. Usually, we do not have the description
of the behavior of a device. Expressing the behavior of a device formally is a difficult
process. Let us see how a behavioral description of a device is expressed.

4.1 A behavioral description

At the beginning of a design process, the digital engineer usually has an idea what he
wants to design. His idea is also often not very concrete: he does not know what his design
will look like. He even does not know if his idea can be implemented. The first and most
difficult problem for the engineer is writing down what he wants: the specification. The
specification specifies the behavior of a circuit. It is usually expressed in the abstract and
needs working out.

The engineer starts with the specification. It specifies a 'black box' or 'device'; for
example:

This device is called 'Device' and has m input lines called al, ... ,am and n output
lines called bl, ... bn. The behavior of the output lines depends only on the digital signals
that occur on the input lines. 1 The input lines aI, ... ,am are represented by variables

al,··· ,am'
The behavior of the output lines bl, ... , bn is represented by the functions il,"" in

as shown above. The functions iI, ... ,in have the variables aI, ... ,am as arguments.
The device Device can also be regarded as a function Device that has a domain with

m arguments and a range with n arguments. Figure 4.1 can be described by the following
function:

Device = A(a}, ... , am).(fl(al"'" am), f2(al"'" am), ... , in(a}, ... , am)) (4.1)

We usually make no difference between the name of an input line and the name of the
corresponding variable. The name of a device is usually also the same as the name of the

1 We will introduce 'states' in section 4.2
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Device
II(al, ... , am)

h(al, ... , am)

In (aI, ..• , am)

Figure 4.1: A device called Device

bi

b2

bn

corresponding function. However, input lines and devices are not variables and functions
respectively.

4.2 Introduction of states

Sometimes, the engineer wants to use the concept of states in his design. We will discuss
states in the context of structural abstraction. States are in fact the behavioral description
of internal lines that can not be expressed in the description of input lines. Let the following
example explain this.

Suppose we have two devices HI and H2 • Device HI is constructed from FI and GI ,

and H2 is constructed from F2 and G2 (see figure 4.2). Let FI, F2 , GI and G2 be defined
by:

FI - >'X.fI(X)
F2 >'(x,y)·h(x,y)
GI >'(X,Y)·91(X,y)

G2 >'(x'Y)'(92(X,Y),93(X,y))

where 11, !2, 91, 92, 93 are functions. Then we can derive

H1 (a,b,c)

{ figure 4.2 }

G1 (b,c)

{ (4.4) }

91 (b, c)
{ (4.2) }

91(b'!I(a))
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Figure 4.2: A device HI and a device H2

So H1(a,b,c) can also be expressed by H~(a,b), H~(a,b) =9l(b,fI(a))j we can 'hide' the
internal variable c. Hiding is a form of structural abstraction; the internal variable c can
be expressed in the input variables a and b.

For H 2 , hiding is also possible, but we will not be able to 'hide' all internal variables:

H2 (a,b,c,d)
{ figure 4.2 }

SND(G2 (b,c))

{ (4.5) }

93(b,c)

The definitions (4.3) and (4.5) imply that c =!2(a,d) =!2(a,92(b,c)), so H2(a,b,c,d) can
also be expressed by HHa, b, c), defined by:

H~(a,b,c) =93(b,c)

where

We can not express all internal variables in input variables; the behavior of c is needed
to describe the behavior of H2 • Variable c is the 'state' variable of H~ representing the
behavior of an internal line in device H 2 •

Specification using states. If we want to specify states in the behavioral description
function 4.1, then we have to introduce the variables Cl,'" ,Cp , 0 ~ p ~ n, expand the
functions Ii to II and introducing the functions 91, ... ,9p to describe the next state of the
variables CI, .•. , cpo The specification 4.1 is therefore changed to:
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Device =A(al"'" am, Cl, ... , Cp ).

(f~ (a l, ... , am, Ct, , Cp),

f~(al"'" am, Cl, , cp ),

where Cl, ... , Cp are internal variables defined by:

Cl - 9l(at, ,am ,cl'''''Cp )

C2 - 92(al, ,am,ct, ... ,cp )

4.3 Transformation and decomposition

How can we derive a circuit from its specification ? Basically, deriving can be done by

1. Calculating a functional description from the specification towards the specifications
of implemented circuits. This is called decomposition. We have seen a decomposition
in the example of the multiplier (see section 2.2).

2. Rewriting the expression of variables and functions that occur in the specification.
This is called transformation. For example, the rewriting of variables expressed in
natural numbers, IN, to variables and functions expressed in the boolean values, IB,
is a transformation.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the transformation of a function F, defined on u, to F', defined
on T. The function c.p converts a variable expressed in u to a variable or function expressed
in T. The function 1r is the inverse function of c.p; it converts from T back to u.

Transformation can be useful because it is sometimes not possible to decompose a
function without transforming it first. For example, there is not much left to decompose
on a + b, where a and b are in IN. By transforming a and b to IB*, a + b can be decomposed
to a functional description of an implementation. 2

Deriving specifications by transformation is based on types. We will discuss this kind
of derivation after we have studied the types and typed terms in higher-order logic.

21S· abbreviates the Cartesian product IB x ... x lB.
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Figure 4.3: Transformation from a to T
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Chapter 5

Types and typed terms

In a typed logic each term has one fixed type. Each type T denotes a set D(T). The set D(T)
contains special terms with a unique name denoting a fixed value. For example the type
boo I has the set D( bool) containing the terms true and false. We call such terms
constants.

A type T consists of all constants having type T, all contained in the set D(T).
The expression 't has type T' is written as t : T. Each term has to have a type, so any

expression using a term t must indicate the type of t. For example, we must write the type
T of variable x in \Ix : T.t, because we do not know the type of x if T is omitted. The type
of t does not need to be explained; t is a formula, because \I is defined on formulae.

Sets and types. Sets can also be used instead of types. By replacing each type T by
D(T) and replacing each expression t : T by t E D(T), we can omit types. We have
introduced types because sets are already used as terms. By using types instead of sets
there can be no confusion between sets used as terms and sets used instead of types. A
similar distinction is made between formulae and bool-typed terms.

5.1 Partial ordering

If each type (7 contains a special constant l.q, then the concept of partial ordering can be
used. 1 If t : (7.t = l.q, then t is said to be undefined.

Any type (7 containing l.q has a partial ordering (D((7), ~q), where \Ix : (7 .l.q ~ x.
The formula x ~q y means that x is less then y in that partial ordering. We say that x
approximates y.

Approximation. Approximation is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. It can be
extended to functions:

\If g. (\lx.f x ~ 9 x) ::::::? f ~ 9

ISee [Pau87, p. 61].
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Approximation can be used to express functions partially. For example, assume that f and
9 are functions. Let al and a2 be constants in the domain of both functions, and bl and
b2 be constants in the range of both functions. Suppose that we know that f( ad == bl is
true. Vle can define f, for all x such that x t= all by:

f(x) = 1..

Suppose that we know more about g: g(at} _ bl and g(a2) == b2, then is 9 defined by, for
all x such that x t= al and x t= a2:

g(x) == 1..

The extension of approximation to functions allows us to conclude:

fr;,g

\Ve say that function 9 is stronger than f.
Approximation can be used to define equality:

Vt u.(t r;, u 1\ u r;, t) {:::=} t =u

The conversion rules for equality, described below, also apply for approximation.
Partial ordering is the basis of many useful properties like structural induction [Pau87,

p. 125] which will not be explained here. We will however use the partial ordering r;,u for a
type (Y to express a evaluation of two terms, usually functions, that are not equal. We want
to do this, because it gives the possibility to reason about different functions describing
the operation of a single digital circuit.

5.2 Type operators

Let us study the four kinds of types:

1. Type variables

A type variable can be regarded as a type where the specific form of that type is not
yet known. It can be substituted by any other kind of type, even if the type variable
contains other type variables after substitution. Types containing type variables are
called polymorphic; others are monomorphic.

2. Type constants

These have names like boolor num. They denote fixed sets of values. Every constant
has a type constant as its type. They all have unique names; not one constant has
the same name as another constant having the same type.
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3. Function types

If 0'"1 and 0'"2 are types, then 0'"1 -+ 0'"2 is the type of all functions with domain 0'1 and
range 0'2; it denotes the set of functions from the set denoted by its domain to the
set denoted by its range.

4. Compound types

These have the form (0'1, ••• ,O'n)op, where the types 0'1, ••• ,O'n are the argument
types and op is a type operator of arity n.

Type operators. A type operator is identified by a pair (op, n), where op is the name of
the type operator and n is its arity. It is defined by constructor functions and destructor
functions or an eliminator junctional 2. The set Tyops is the set of type operators.

Instances of a type. An instance 0'"' of a type 0' is obtained by replacing all occurrences
of a type variable in 0' by monomorphic types. The only instance of a monomorphic type
is the type itself.

Notation of types. Compound types are written in postfixed form to distinguish the
difference between compound types and function applications.

The set Tyvars is the set of type variables. Type variables are usually denoted by small
Greek letters. The type of a bound variable is sometimes left out instead of writing down
a small Greek letter. For example: write AX : 0'. t as AX. t.

Type constants and constants are denoted by letters in the typewriter font or by
numbers.

Expression in compound types. Function types and type constants can be expressed
as compound types. A function type is a compound type with type operator (-+,2). We
usually write 2-ary type operators in the infixed form instead of the postfixed form:

• Function types are written as 0'1 -+ 0'"2 instead of (0'1, 0'"2) -+

• Disjoint union types are written as 0'1 + 0'"2 instead of (0'1,0'2)+

• Cartesian Product types are written as 0'1 x 0'2 instead of (0'1'0'2)X

Writing AX : T.t indicates the type of the bound variable x. The function-type operator
associates to the right: 0' -+ (T -+ v) is abbreviated 0'" -+ T -+ v. The product-type
operator associates to the right, too.

A type constant is a compound type built with O-ary type operators. For example, the
type constant num is expressed as the compound type 0 num. It is therefore sufficient to
define the set of types as type variables and compound types. The set Types of types is
the smallest set such that:

2See page 29.
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• Tyvars ~ Types.

• If O'j E Types, for all i : 1 ~ i ~ n, and (op, n) E Tyops, then (0'1 ..• O'n)OP E Types.

• If 0' E Types and u' is an instance of 0', then 0" E Types.

Note that Tyops must contain at least one O-ary type-operator; otherwise no monomor
phic types can be constructed. We will assume that the 2-ary function type, the 2-ary
product type and the 2-ary union type are available; (2, -+), (2, x) and (2, +) are elements
of Tyops.

5.3 The basic types

Basic types are the type constants that will be used here. We already mentioned' num '
as the type of the natural numbers 0,1, ... , and' bool ' as the type of the boolean values
true and false. All terms having type bool can either be true or false. The type
constants num and bool can be expressed as the compound types 0 bool and 0 num 3;
(num,O) and (bool ,0) are elements of Tyops.

5.4 The Cartesian product type

Types can be constructed from basic types by using constructor functions for creating
elements of the type. For taking elements apart it may have destructor functions or else an
eliminator functional. The Cartesian product type u x T, can be constructed using three
constant symbols:

PAIR

FST

SND

0' -+ T -+ (u X T)

(0' X T) -+ 0'

(0' X T) -+ T

The ordered pair (t, u) is an abbreviation for PAlR(t)(u). For x 0' and y T, the pair
(x,y) has type 0' x To

The axioms are
FST(x,y) = x

SND(x,y) = y

(FST z, S N D z) = z

The third axiom, sometimes called surjective pairing, asserts that every member of u x T

has the form (x, y) for unique x : 0' and y : T. Equivalent is the exhaustion axiom

Vz: u x T.3x: O',Y: T.Z =(x,y)

3See page 28
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The surjective pairing axiom implies the exhaustion axiom, putting F ST( z) for x and
SND(z) for y. Exhaustion implies surjective pairing: it allows the replacement of z by
(x,y), reducing (FSTz,SNDz) == z to

(FST(x,y),SND(x,y)) =(x,y)

5.5 The disjoint union type

The disjoint union type + has three constant symbols:

INL

INR

WHEN

0'-+(0'+7")

7" -+ (0' + 7")

(0' -+ v) -+ (7" -+ v) -+ (0' + 7") -+ V

INL and INR are constructor functions, WHEN is an eliminator functional. For x : 0',
y : 7", f : 0' -+ v and g: 7" -+ v, the reduction axioms for WHEN are

WHEN(J)(g)(INLx) =f(x)

WHEN(J)(g)(INRy) = g(y)

The exhaustion axiom asserts that an element of type 0' + 7" has the form INL(x) or
IN R(y) for x : 0' and y : 7". It is

vz: 0' + 7" • (3x : 0'. Z = INLx) V (3y : 7". z = INR y)

It implies WHEN(INL)(INR)(z) =z.

5.6 Typed terms

We can define the set Terms of terms formally. Each term is a pair (c, 0'), where c is the
name of the term and 0' is its type. Let Consts be the set of all constants, that is all terms
having a unique name and a type-constant as their type. The name of every constant
having type 0' occurs as an element of D(O'). The set Terms is the smallest set such that:

• If x is a name which is not the name of a constant, and 0' E Types, then (x,O') E
Terms. Terms formed in this way are called variables.

• If (c, 0') E Consts and 0" E Types is an instance of 0', then (c, 0") E Terms. Terms
formed in this way are called constants.

• If (t, 0" -+ 0') E Terms and (t',O") E Terms then ((t t'),O') E Terms. Terms formed
this way are called combinations or function applications.
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• If (x,a) E Terms (where x is the name that is not the name of a constant) and
(t, a') E Terms and a -+ a' E Types then ((Ax: a. t), a -+ a') E Terms. Terms
formed this way are called abstractions or A-terms.

The instantiation of terms is defined as the replacement of variables in a formula by
terms with the same type.

5.7 The bool - type

The type bool has the operator symbols having a similar meaning as the operator symbols
for formulas. We will use the same symbols as we have done for formulas:

• the term a 1\ b: bool has the value true if term a : bool and term b: bool have
the value true

• the term a vb: bool has the value true if term a : bool or term b: bool have
the value true

• the term ...,a: bool has the value true if term a : bool has the value false

The set Consts contains at least (1\, (bool x bool) -+ bool), (V, (bool x bool) -+

bool ), (..." bool -+ bool), ( true, bool ) and ( false, bool). The choice for the sym
bols 1\, V and..., can be confusing because the same symbols are used as logical connectives.
The context in which we use them is usually clear enough to determine if we are using the
logical connectives or the booloperators. The constants true and false are written in
the typewriter font while the logical atomic symbols true and false are written in italics.
We sometimes write the term 't == true', for a term t : bool, simply as 't' to make
formulae shorter. We sometimes write '...,t' instead of 't = false' for the same reason.

The conditional operator uses the bool - type to choose between two terms having the
same type. It has type (bool x a x a) -+ a and is defined by

(p -+ tlu)

meaning that if p is true then the result is t else it is u. Note that p has a boolean value.
We use the symbol -+ although the same symbol is used for denoting function types. This
will not cause any confusion; the symbol -+ expresses function types if it occurs in a type
expression and it expresses a conditional if it occurs in a term or a formula.

Formally, the conditional operator is the function COND : (bool x a x a) -+ a, where
(p -+ tlu) abbreviates COND(p,t,u). It is a constant; (COND,( bool x a x a) -+ a) E
Consts.

The equality operator '=' gives a bool - typed term as result. It is an infixed function
having type (a x a) -+ bool and is defined by

'Vtu.(t =u) ¢::::::> ((t = u) =true)

Note the difference between =, = and ¢:::=}:
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'{=:::::}' has formulas as arguments and results in a formula

'='

'-'

has terms as arguments and results in a formula

has terms as arguments and results in a bool - typed term

The equality operator is a constant: (=, (0" X 0") -+ beol) is an element of Consts.
The equality operator can be used for boel - typed arguments with the following the

orem:
Vt,u: bool. ((t 1\ u) V --.(t V u)) = (t = u)

Note that we use the beol-typed operators 1\ and V. The result is a bool term.
The equality operator can be used for num -typed arguments with the following theorem:

Vt,u: num. ((t ~ u) 1\ (u ~ t)) == (t = u)

5.8 The num - type

The num type has operators for addition (+), multiplying (x) and subtraction (-) that
will result in a term. They all have the type (nwn x num) -+ num and can be regarded
as infixed functions. We will not define these functions here.

There are also operators for comparing two numbers. For example, the less-then-or
equal-to operator (~), the greater-then-or-equal-to operator (~), the less-then operator
«) and the greater-then operator (». They all have type (num x num) -+ beel and
are infixed functions, too. The result is a term having the boolean value true or false.

The example in the next section makes use of the modulo operator, 'mod " and the
division operator, 'div '. They can be defined as follows (z, a, b: num):

(z =a mod b) {::::::} (3n : num .(z =a - n x b) 1\ (0 ~ a - n x b < b))

a = b x (a div b) + a mod b

Both 'div ' and 'mod' are infixed functions having type (num x num) -+ num. All the
operators mentioned above must, together with their types, occur in the set Consts.
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Chapter 6

Transformation

In section 4.3, we expressed transformation as a form of abstraction. Transformation can be
regarded as the 'translation' of a function, defined on a type, to another function, defined
on a different type such that both functions specify the behavior of a device in exactly the
same way.

A formal definition is illustrated by figure 6.1 and defined by:

Definition 2 (Transformation) A function I' : To -+ T} is a transformation of a func
tion f : 0"0 -+ 0"1 if there exists a function "Po : 0"0 -+ To and a function "PI : 0"1 -+ Tl such
that, for all x : 0"0:

l'("Po( x)) == "PI (J( x))

The concept of transformation is useful to express abstraction of specifications or func
tional descriptions. For example, let f : (num x num) -+ num be a function specifying a
device that adds its input values:

I(a,b)=a+b

Let 'byte' be a type representing values that can occur on some digital lines. Suppose
that there are various digital circuits implemented, then those circuits can be specified with
functions defined on byte. If the function l' : (byte x byte) -+ byte is a transformation
of I, expressed in functions specifying implemented circuits, then I' and therefore f can
be implemented. We do not have to look at l' once its implementation is found, because
I specifies the same implementation on num instead of byte. We can use I to derive
implementations of other devices specified in num without looking at 1'.

\Ve will derive some useful properties of transformation.

6.1 Type isomorphism

We have discussed types in section 5. The isomorphism between types can be used in
finding a transformation of a function to another. The definition of type isomorphism is
extracted from [Pau87, p. 80, 81]:
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0'0 f 0'1
.------------..,

<po

10
l'

<PI

Figure 6.1: The transformation f' : 10 - II of f : 0'0 - 0'1

Definition 3 (Type isomorphism) The types 0' and I are isomorphic, written 0' ~ I,

if there exist continuous functions 4> : 0' - I and'l/J : I - 0' such that 4>('l/J(x)) == x for all
x in I and 'l/J( 4>(y)) == y fO,r all y in 0'. To be more concise, let I D I1 be the identity function
on type 0', namely AX : O'.X, and let I D-r be the identity function on I. Then 4> and 'l/J must
satisfy

4> 0 'l/J =1D-r

Continuity expresses that the result of an infinite computation is the limit of the results
of a sequence of finite computations.

A continuous function is also monotonic. More about monotonicity and continuity is
found in other textbooks like [End72].

The isomorphisms 4> and 'l/J give a one-to-one correspondence of elements of 0' and
elements of 1". Clearly ~ is an equivalence relation; it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

Because the isomorphisms are monotonic and continuous, the correspondence preserves
the structure of the types. Let I ~ 0', U : 0', X : 0' and 4> : 0' - I be an isomorphism. If
u ~11 x then 4>(u) ~-r 4>(x), and likewise limits are preserved. Let us study some examples:

Example. The type constructor x is commutative and associative under the relation ~.

To see that 0' x I is isomorphic to I x 0' for all types I and 0', define isomorphism 4> and
'l/J such that 4> maps (x: O',y: I) to (y : I,X: 0') and 'l/J maps (y : I,X : 0') to (x: O',y: I):

O'XI~IXO'

(X, y) +----7 (y, x)

The functions are written using FST and SND (see section 5):

4> AU : 0' x I.(SNDu, FSTu)

'l/J AU : I X O'.(SNDu, FSTu)
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So the only thing that <p and 'IjJ do is swapping elements.
The following isomorphism also holds:

The corresponding isomorphisms are easy to construct (see [Pau87, p. 81]). We can
generalize this to the n-place product type. Let t1 : 0'1, ... , t n : O'n be terms. Then
(t 1, ... , tn) abbreviates (i 1, (... , (tn-I, t n) .. .)). Its type is 0'1 X ... X O'n, which abbreviates
0'1 x (... x (O'n-1 X O'n)" .). If 0'1, ... , O'n are all equal to a type 0', we write (O')n which
abbreviates 0' x ... x 0' X 0'

Another isomorphism

which expresses the distribution of function types over product types. It will be used in
section 8.2 to prove signals isomorphic.

6.2 Transformation as type isomorphism

\Ve can prove the existence of an implementation of any function by proving an isomor
phism between the types of the function and the types of functions specifying implemented
circuits, for example type byte. To do this, theorem 1 is required:

Theorem 1 (Isomorphic transformation theorem) For each function f 0'0 -+ 0'1
the1'e exists a transformation f' : 'To -+ 'T1 if

Proof Because 0'0 ~ 'To, there exists an isomorphism function rp : 0'0 -+ 'To and because
0'1 ~ 'T1 there exists an isomorphism 'IjJ : 0'1 -+ 'T1 (see figure 6.2). Define a function
f' : 'To -+ 'T1 by:

(6.1 )

then f' is a transformation of f, because, for all x in 0'0:

!,(rp(x)) == 'IjJ(f(rp-1(rp(X)))) == 1jJ(f(x))

(end of proof)
Looking at the byte type, we can try to prove that any function defined in nwn has a

transformation defined in byte if we can proof that nwn and byte are isomorphic. This
will be difficult, because D( nwn) is infinite while byte is finite; byte represents a fixed
number of digital lines each accepting only two values (L and H). However, we can prove
isomorphism between a type denoting a finite subset of nwn and byte provided that byte
can handle enough values. We will study this in the next section.
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TO

r,p-l

I

I'

l/J-l

Figure 6.2: Transformation of I to f' using type isomorphism

6.3 Types for subsets of D(num)

We will define the type numm for all m ~ 0 where:

D(numm) = {0,1, ... ,2m -I}

so D(nUInm) C IN. Type numm has the following infixed operators:

EBm (numm x numm) --+ numm
®m (numm x nUInm) --+ nUInm
8m (numm x numm) --+ numm

They express addition, multiplication and subtraction in numm , respectively. The defini
tions are, for a and b in nwnm :

a EBm b

a®m b

a 8m b

(a+b)mod2m

_ (a x b) mod 2m

(a - b) mod 2m

So (numm, 0), (®m, 2), (EBm, 2) and (8m, 2) are in Tyaps. We usually leave out the subscript
of each operator symbol when the types of the arguments indicate its value. We will prove
that nwnm and (nurnl)m are isomorphic.

Theorem 2
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Proof Let 'Pm : (numdm --t numm be defined by:

m

( ) - " 2i
-

1
'Pm C1,···, em = L..J Ci X

i=l

The function 'Pm is bijective, because:

2. Lemma 2.1.

(6.2)

There is an inverse function 'P;;./ where 'Pm o'P;l == 1Dnumm and 'P;1 o'Pm == I D(num1)m,
because 'Pm is bijective. So numm ~ (numdm.
(end of proof)

Lemma 2.1 If (C1' ... ,cm ) : (num1)m and (d1 , • •• , dm ) : (num1)m are terms) then

(C1 , ... , cm ) ¢ (d1, ... , dm ) ==} 'Pm (C1, ..• , Cm) ¢ 'Pm (d1, ... , dm )

Proof Let (C1,' •• ,em) and (db" . ,dm ) be terms having type (num1)m such that

Then there is a j such that Cj ¢ dj • Assume 'P(C1, ••• , cm ) 'P(d1 , ••• , dm ), and let
11.1 = {j 11 ~ j ~ m /\ Cj t=- dj }. 1 Let i be the smallest element in M, then by the definition
of 'P the following holds:

m

L (Cj - dj ) X 2j
-

1 =(Cj - dj ) X 2i
-

1

j=1.jeFi

Because only elements of M contribute to the sum on the left side of the equation, this
can be rewritten to:

L (Cj - dj ) X 2j
-

1 = (Ci - dd X 2i
-

1

jEM,jeFi

Because i is the smallest element in M, there is an a in IN where Ia I;::: 1 such that

a x 2i == (Ci - d i ) X 2i
-

1

The terms Ci and di are in num1 so (Ci - di ¢ 0) implies ICi - di 1_ 1. That gives:

2i - 1 1
I a 1= 2i == 2

which is a contradiction with I a I;::: 1, concluding to

lwe will sometimes write tp without its subscript
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(end of proof)
We are interested in r.p~1, because we will use it in the derivation of an adder defined

on numm . Let 1r : (num X numm ) -+ numb for 1 Sis m and n : numm be defined by:

1r(1, n) == (n div 21
-

1
) mod 2

Then theorem 3 holds:

Theorem 3

r.p;;/(n) = (1r(l,n), ... ,1r(m,n))

Proof The following equation for 1 SiS m and n, n : numm , is true:

Then we can derive:

r.pm(1r(l, n), ... ,1r(m, n))

m

L2i- 1 x (ndiv2 i - 1 ) _2i x (ndiv2i
)

i=1

This results in n because n is in D(numm ). So

r.p~1 =(1r(l,n), ... ,1r(m,n))

(end of proof)

6.4 Implementations

(6.3)

Implementation types are types that can be used to specify basic digital components, like
NAND-gates, NOR-gates or inverters directly. They are types that can only specify the
values that are determined on a digital line (L and H) or the types that can be constructed
with the product type operator from other implementation types.

There must be just enough operations on these types to specify the basic digital circuits
such that any function defined on implementation types can be implemented.

An example of an implementation type is numl; its constants 0 and 1 specify the values
that are determined on a digital line. The operation a EBI b represents the behavior of the
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XOR-gate2 with inputs a and b. Similarly, a@l b represents the AND-gate. We do not have
to have an operation for all basic digital circuits; type numl has no operations for specifying
the OR-gate and the inverter. There is no need to define new operations because the OR
gate and the inverter can be expressed in AND-gates and XOR-gates. By case analysis we
can see that for any specification by 1-ary and 2-ary functions on implementation types
there is decomposition possible using the constants 0 and 1 and EIh and @l as operators.

Let us define the functions that specify digital circuits:

Definition 4 (Implementation function) A function f : a -+ T specifies an imple
mentation if it is expressed in operations on a and T and if a and T are implementation
types.

We call a function specifying an implementation an implementation function.
There are also functions defined on abstract types. Abstract types are types other than

implementation types. Some of those functions can be implemented:

Definition 5 (Implementable function) A function f : a - T can be implemented if
there exists a transformation f' : a' - T ' such that f' is an implementation function.

The following theorem can be proved:

Theorem 4 A ny function f : a - T can be implemented if its types a and T are isomor
phic to implementation types.

Proof Let a' and T ' be implementation types such that a' ~ a and T ' ~ T. Then
the isomorphic transformation theorem, theorem 1, states that there is a transformation
f' : (7' - T' of f. Any function defined on implementation types can can be implemented
and therefore be expressed in operations of these types, so f' is an implementation function.
(end of proof)

6.5 The adder

\Ve noticed that an adder that adds num - typed numbers is not easy to implement because
D( num ) is infinite. So we will derive an adder that adds modulo 2m

, for m 2:: 1.
The adder of figure 6.3 is specified by:

Addm =.A(a, b) : numm x numm.a EBm b

The operation a EBm b can be implemented;

so, by theorem 4, there is an implementation.

2Exclusive OR gate.
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a -----I

1-----;,----- sum
a EBm b

b -----+I

Figure 6.3: The adder Addm

x

Y

C1

Addl

f(x,y,CI)

g(x,y,CI)

Figure 6.4: The one-bit full adder Addl

sum

co

Which one? Let us call the implementation function F:" : ((numdm x (numl)m) -+

(numdm. Vie can find it directly with equation 6.1 because both 'fi and ep-l are known (see
definitions 6.2, 6.3 and theorem 3):

F:n =>'x y: (numdm.ep-l(ep(x) EBmep(y)) (6.4)

The decomposition of this function is not so easy. However, it can be decomposed. We will
decompose Fm : ((numdm x (numt)m x numd -+ (numdm using one-bit full adders (figure
6.4) where f : (numd3 -+ numl and 9 : (numd3 --+ numl defined by:

f - >'(x,y,z): (numl?'X EBI Y 811 z
9 = >'(x,y,z): (numd3 .(x 01 y) EBI (x 01 z) EBI (y 01 z)

It can be derived that:

f == >.(x, y, z) : (numl)3.(x + Y + z) mod 2

9 = >.(x, y, z) : (numl)3.(x +Y + z) div 2

(6.5)
(6.6)

(6.7)
(6.8)

We can implement Fm +l using m + lone-bit full adders as illustrated by figure 6.5.
The specification of Fm is, for (Xl, ... , xm) : (numdm, (Yh' .. , Ym) : (numdm and C : numl:

Fm((Xl,' ",Xm),(Yl,···,Ym),C) ==
(J(Xl, Yl, C), f(X2, Y2, g(Xl, Yl, C)), ...

. . . ,j(xm,Ym, g(Xm-l, Ym-I, g( . .. , g(Xl, Yl, C) ...)))
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Xl Yl
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I
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C1

L

co Cl

Xm+l Ym+l

co

Figure 6.5: Implementation of (Zll"" Zm+d - Fm+1((Xl"" ,Xm+l), (Yl,'" I Ym+d, C)

where
(Zl"'" Zm) = Fm((XI, ... , Xm), (Yl"'" Ym), C)

Figure 6.5 also shows that Fm +l can be constructed using Fm and just one-bit full adder
Add1 . A recursive definition for Fm is:

Fm+l((Xl, ... , Xm+l), (Yl," . I Ym+l), C) =
(J(Xl' YI, C), Fm((X21 .•• I xm+d, (Y2, . .. I Ym+d, g(Xl, yI, C)))

We will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5

The proof of theorem 5 requires lemma 5.1 and 5.2:

Lemma 5.1

a mod 2 +2 x ((b + (a div 2)) mod 2m
) = (a + 2 x b) mod 2m +1

Proof of lemma 5.1

Z =a mod 2 + 2 x (b + (a div 2)) mod 2m

3k : num.O :S b+ (a div 2) - k x 2m < 2m A

Z =a mod 2 + 2 x (b + (a div 2) - k x 2m
)
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3k : num.l ~ 1 + b+ (a div 2) - k x 2m
~ 2m 1\

Z =a +2 x b - k x 2m +1

3k : num.2 ~ 2 + 2 x b+ 2 x (a div 2) - k x 2m
+! ~ 2m

+! 1\

Z _ a + 2 x b - k x 2m +1

===> {O ~ a mod 2 < 2 }

3k: num.O ~ a mod 2 +2 x b+ 2 x (a div 2) - k x 2m +1 < 2m +1 1\

z - a +2 x b - k x 2m +1

z = (a+2 x b) mod 2m +1

(end of proof)

Lemma 5.2 If'~~l(a) == ((amod2),<p~1(adiv2))

Proof of lemma 5.2 We can derive 11"(1, a) =a mod 2 and, for 1> 1

11"(1, a)

((a div 21- 1) mod 2)

(((a div 2) div 21
-

2
) mod 2)

11"(/- 1, a div 2)

Using theorem 3 gives

(11"(1, a), 11"(2, a), ... , 1I"(m + 1, a))

(a mod 2, (11"(1, a div 2), ... , 1I"(m, a div 2)))

(a mod 2,<p;;-/(a div 2))

(end of proof)
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Proof of theorem 5 using mathematical induction to m with equation 5 as the induction
hypothesis.

e m= 1

(a + b+ C) mod 2

em2::1
\Ve have to prove equation 5 where m is substituted by m + 1:

'Pm+! (Fm+1('P~~1 (a), 'P~~1 (b), C))
{ lemma 5.2, definition 6.10 }

'Pm+l (I(a mod 2, bmod 2, C),
Fm('P~1 (a div 2), 'P~/(bdiv 2), g(a mod 2, b mod 2, C)))

{ induction hypothesis, 6.5, 6.6 }

'Pm+! ((a mod 2 + bmod 2 + C) mod 2

'P~l(((a div 2 + b div 2 + (a mod 2 + b mod 2 + C) div 2) mod 2m
))

{ lemma 5.2 }

(a mod 2 + b mod 2 + C) mod 2,

+2 x (a div 2 + b div 2 + (a mod 2 + bmod 2 + C) div 2) mod 2m

{ lemma 5.1 }

(a mod 2 + bmod 2 + C + 2 x (a div2) + 2 x (bdiv 2)) mod 2m +1

(a + 2 x b+C) mod 2m +1

(end of proof)
The function F:n (see equation 6.4) can be expressed as Fm , for x : (nwndffi and y :

(nwn l )m:

so Fm can be an implementation for the EBm operation. It is a better implementation than
F:n, because it uses less hardware.

The idea of abstraction expressed this way is not new; transformations and abstractions
are discussed in [Bou86, p. 101] similarly.
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Chapter 1

Signals and system timing

We will introduce a low level representation of the behavior of inputs over time in order to
be able to describe how hardware behaves over time. The following discussion of signals
and temporal abstraction was inspired by [MeISS, p. 2S0, 281] and [Sub88, p. 166, 167].

Primitive devices, like NAND's or NOR's, accept signals at their inputs and give a
signal at their output. A signal has a voltage value and can change in time. A signal may
be viewed as a function from a time domain (denoted TIME) that describes appropriate
instants of time, to a set of signal voltage values (denoted VOLTAGE). Thus

SIGNAL = TIME -+ VOLTAGE

Signal voltage values usually form a continuous domain. However, in the context of digital
design, we will assume that such values can be abstracted to a discrete domain of values,
e.g., {O, 1,X} or {O, I}. This abstraction, a type abstraction, is in fact a classification; all
signal voltage values between 0 Volts and 0.5 Volts are related to the abstract value '0',
and all signal voltage values between 4.5 Volts and 5 Volts are related to the abstract value
'1'. The other voltage values are related to 'X'.

The fact that a signal changes over time implies that num 1 is not a good choice as an
implementation type. That does not mean that num 1 can not be used to define implemen
tation types. To determine a good implementation type, we need to know how to represent
time.

1.1 Time

What type has to be selected to express time ? The answer to this question depends on
how time will be used. Time can be expressed in (fractions of) seconds or clockcy~les. If
time is expressed in (fractions of) seconds then D(TIME) must be IR, the set of all reals. If
time is expressed in clockcycles then D(TIME) is sufficient if it contains all integers. This
shows that time can be expressed in many ways. Here is a definition of time types:

Definition 6 (Time types) Type (j is a time type if (j is used to express temporal behav
ior, e.g. time delays. Each time type has a complete ordering.
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A time type is 'Time '. It is defined by:

Definition 7 (The type Time ) The type Time is a time type such that D(Time) = IR
The operators for addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x) and division (..:;-) are
the only operators defined on Time .

We have to give a unique definition of the moment t =0 where t has type Time. For
example, define t =0 at the moment of powering up of the electronic circuits regarded.

7.2 Signals

Having a time type, we can define the type 'bit', the implementation type of signals,
constructed from the type Time and num 1:

bit = Time ----+ num 1

The type bit has some useful operations:

bit x bit ----+ bit

bit x bit ----+ bit

bit ----+ bit

The operators ~ and -+- are infixed operators. The operator ~ is prefixed. The operation
a':b specifies the behavior of an AND-gate with two inputs. The operation a-tb specifies
a NOR-gate with two inputs. The operation ~a specifies an inverter. The operators are
defined by:

a':b - >.t : Time

a-tb >.t : Time

~a - >.t : Time

.a(t - 80) x bet - 81) (7.1)

.(a(t - 82 ) + bet - 83 ) + aCt - 82 ) x bet - 83» mod 2 (7.2)

.1 - aCt - 84 ) (7.3)

where 80, ... ,84 are positive reals expressing time delays in the specified devices. Vve leave
out the superscript on the bit-operators when the context of an expression indicates which
operator is used. The following section illustrates the use of signals.

7.3 Behavior of a Flip-Flop

We will demonstrate the use of signals with the derivation of the behavior of a Flip-Flop.
Let a device NAND, having two inputs, be specified by NAND =>'(x,y) : bit xbit.-.(x·y).
We will use NAND-gates to construct a Flip-Flop.

The device in figure 7.1 is defined by:

FF(a,b,c):=c
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Figure 7.1: A device FF

where

where a, band c have type bit.
Suppose that the implementation devices have equal delays; 80 =... =84 == 8 in the

definitions (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3). We can derive the following equation (t : Time) :

c(t) = 1 - a(t - 2 x 8) + a(t - 2 x 8) x b(t - 4 x 8) x c(t - 4 x 8)

This proves the following behavioral description of FF:

a(t-2x8)-0 ==> FF(a,b,c)(t)=l

(a(t -2 x 8) = 1) /\ (b(t -4 x 8) = 0) ==> FF(a,b,c)(t) =0
(a(t -2 x 8) =1) /\ (b(t -4 x 8) -1) ==> FF(a,b,c)(t) c(t -4 x 8)

where t has type Time . We can rewrite this in a weaker predicate by introduction of the
existential quantifier (t has type Time, a, band c have type bit):

:18: Time .a(t) == 0 ==> F F(a, b, c)(t + 8) _ 1

:18: Time .(a(t) =1) /\ (b(t - 8) == 0) ==> FF(a,b,c)(t + 8) _ 0

:18: Time .(a(t) =1) /\ (b(t - 8) == 1) ==> F F(a, b, c)(t + 8) _ c(t)

The equation as shown above becomes much more complicated if all delays in the imple
mentation devices are different, which they in reality are.

Let type dbi t be defined by:

dbi t = dtime --+ num 1
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Figure 7.2: Temporal abstraction from 0"1 to 0"2

where dtime is a time type such that D(dtime) = IN. Suppose that the delays are small
enough such that, for t : dtime, (t + 1) - t ~ 8, where 8 is the largest delay in the
implementation devices.

If we convert the specification in a, band c defined on bit to a specification in a', b'
and c' defined on type dbit, then we will loose the represen tation of the delays because the
grain in D(dtime) is 'coarser' than the grain in D(Time ). The conversion from one time
domain to another is called temporal abstraction. It will be discussed in the next section.

7.4 Temporal abstraction

Temporal abstraction involves relating formal specifications that describe hardware behav
ior using different notions of discrete time. This kind of abstraction is used when a design
description gives more detail about how a device behaves over time than is desired for its
abstract specification. With the mechanism of temporal abstraction, information about a
device's behavioral expressed in moments of time that are not of interest can be hidden
from the abstract specification, allowing the specification to concentrate on how the device
behaves at significant or 'interesting' points of time.

In the simplest case of temporal abstraction, each single unit of discrete time at the
abstract level of description corresponds to several units of time at the more detailed level
of description. Here, the abstract specification of a device defines its behavior at fewer
points of time than the design description - i.e. the grain of discrete time is 'coarser' at
the abstract level than at the detailed level.

To express this in logic, we must specify for each single unit or step of 'high level' time
a corresponding interval or sequence of steps of 'low level' time. For example, let t' be a
value of a high level time type O"ll and t be a value of a low level time type 0"2. Suppose
that the unit of time t' to t' + 1 corresponds to the interval of time from t to t +n at the
more detailed level of description.

In this case, high level time t' corresponds to low level time t and high level time t f +1
corresponds with low level time t + n. This correspondence can be specified by defining
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a mapping f, f : nwn -+ nwn, from points of high level time to points of low level time
such that:

f(t') == t f(t'+l)==t+n

We can use such the mapping f to specify any correspondence between successive units of
high level time and contiguous intervals of low level time (see figure 7.2).

Let us give some definitions:

Definition 8 (Abstracted time types) The time type T is an abstracted time type of (7
if there is an injective function f, f : T -+ (7, defining the relation between (7-typed terms
and T - typed terms.

Note that f- 1 exists because f is an injective function. Here is a definition of temporal
abstraction:

Definition 9 (Temporal abstraction) Let f be defined on a type containing a time type
(7 and let f' be defined on a type containing a time type T such that f' expresses at least
the same behavior on T as f expresses on (7. Function f is called a temporal abstraction
from f' if (7 is an abstracted time type from T.

The abstraction of a time type can be found using a similar method as in data abstraction;
find the relation between the time types by defining the relating functions.

7.4.1 An example of temporal abstraction

Let (71 and (72 of figure 7.2 be time types such that D((72) = IR+ and D((7d = IN. 1 We can
define a function F : (72 -+ (71 that 'rounds' a time value of type (72 to the nearest larger
time value of type (71: 2

F(x) =rx + O.5l

The relation between (71 and (72 can be expressed by various functions, for example by F'
or F" where F', F" : (72 -+ (71:

F'(x) == rxl F"(x) =rx -;-.lOl

Temporal abstraction, the abstraction of time, usually decreases the timing information in
a behavioral expression of a device. For example, instead of knowing a delay in a device
exactly, expressed in (72, we know it approximately if it is expressed in (71. The loss of
timing information is also expressed formally by the following theorems using function
G : (71 -+ (72:

G(x) =x

We can prove the following theorems:

'Vx: (71.F(G(x)) = x 'Vy: (72.y =ry + O.5l ::=::} G(F(y)) = y

llR+ is the set of all positive reals.
2Let z, z: num be the entier value of x: z == [xl {:::=> z < x ~ z + 1
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which is equivalent to:

This means that 0"1 and 0"2 are not isomorphic, so we can not prove the existence of an
transformation of f defined on 0"2 if f is defined on 0"1 by using theorem 1. We have to
prove the existence of the transformation of f by constructing it.

7.4.2 Temporal abstraction of the Flip-Flop

We can abstract the Flip-Flop from bit to num 1 with the conversion functions e.p: num 1 --+

bit and 'lj; : bit --+ num 1 defined by:

e.p(a) >..t:Time.a

::Jt : Time .'lj;(x) =x(t)

We can prove:
e.p 0 'lj; :::::: I D num 1

The functions between bit and num 1 are not isomorphic; the temporal abstraction from
bit to num 1 will result in an decrement in timing information. However, the specification
of device FF expressed by F F' : ( num 1)3 --+ num 1 is shorter:

a::::::O ====} FF'(a,b,c)_I

(a _1) 1\ (b == 0) ====} FF'(a,b,c) =0

(a =1) /\ (b:::::: 1) ====} FF'(a,b,c) =c

7.5 Time representation in sequences

A signal defined on a discrete timing domain can be expressed by a function over time
but also by a sequence. A representation of a signal as a sequence can result in a shorter
expression of temporal behavior. Johnson [Joh86] uses sequences to express signals. We will
show that the relation between an expression of a signal as a sequence and an expression of
a signal as a function over time is isomorphic. First, we will define sequences by a I-place
type operator seq and the corresponding operations on seq.

7.5.1 The type operator seq

In the following example we will use the type operator seq to express lists of terms 3. If 0"

is a type, then (0" )seq is the type of all sequences of O"-typed terms. Type (0" )seq has two
type constructors:

Nil: (O")seq

3Type operator seq is defined as 'sequence' in [Pau87, p. 117].
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Figure 7.3: Temporal abstraction from num to (num 1 )seq

Cons: (0" x (O")seq) -+ (O")seq

The type constructor Nii denotes the empty sequence and Cons(x, i) denotes the sequence
constructed from i, i : (O")seq, proceeded by x, x : 0". Type (O")seq has three type destruc
tors:

Null :
Head:

Tail:

(0" )seq -+ booI

(0" )seq -+ 0"

(0" )seq -+ (0" )seq

The function Nul1(l) is true if the sequence 1 is Nil, Head(l) takes the first element of i
and Tail(l) takes the rest of 1. The following axioms are true:

Null(Nii) true

Vi: (O")seq,x: O",Null(Cons(x, l)) - false

VI: (O")seq,x: O".Head(Cons(x,I)) = x

Vi: (O")seq, x : O".TaiI(Cons(x, 1)) _ 1

Note that Head(Nil) is undefined and Tail(NiI) is undefined. We will abbreviate Nil by
[] and Cons(x, i) by [x] . 1.

Example. This example will show that a clockpulse, a sequence of O's and l's, can be
expressed in num.

Suppose that 0"1 = num and 0"2 = (num dseq (see figure 7.3). The temporal abstraction
function f: num -+ ( num 1 )seq can recursively be defined by:

f(O) []
f(O) - [x]
f(t) - [1,1] . f(t)
f(t) - [O,O]'f(t)

f(t + 1) - [1,0] . f(t)
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where t: num and [x,y] abbreviates [x]. [y], for x,y: num1.
The function I has an inverse:

1-1
([]) =0

1-1 ([x]) =0

X == 1/\ Y = 0 => 1-1 ([x,y] ·1) = 1 + 1-1 (1)

X t= 1 Vy t= 0 => 1-1 ([x,y] ·1) =1-1([y] ·1)

The functions I and 1-1 formally define a discrete timing domain in num from a clockpulse
expressed in (num l)seq. Instead of a sequence I, 1 : (num l)seq, consisting of O's and l's
we get pulse number 1-1 (1) .

. 7.5.2 Sequences and functions over time

We will construct relation between infinite sequences and functions over time to prove that
both representations of signals are isomorphic.

Let dtime be the time type such that D(dtime) = IN and let (O")sgnl be a type defined
by:

(O")sgnl = dtime --+ 0"

where 0" is a type. We can define the conversion functions c.p (O")sgnl --+ (O")seq and
'ljJ : (O")seq --+ (O")sgnl by

c.p(a) _ glue(a, O)
1/J(l) - >.t: dtime.cut(l, t + 1)

where a : (O")sgnl and 1 : (O")seq, The functions glue: ((O")sgnl x num) --+ (O")seq and
cut: ((a)seq x num) --+ (O")sgnl are defined by:

cut(l, l) 
cut(1, m + 1) _

glue(a,n)

Head(l)

cut(Tail(l), m)

[a(n)]· glue(a,n+ 1)

where n 2:: 0 and m 2:: 1. We can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 6 (O")seq ~ (O")sgnl

Proof of theorem 6 The prove of cut([xt, Xz, . .. ,Xk, . ..J, k) - Xk is easily obtained by
mathematical induction to k. For 1, 1: (O")sgnl such that 1 == [xo, Xl,"'] we can derive:

c.p('ljJ(1))

{ def. 1/J }

c.p(>.t : dtime.cut(l, t))
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{ prop. of cut}

<p(>.t : dtime.xt)

{ def. <p }

glue((>.t : dtime.xt),O)

{ def. glue}
[xo] . glue((>..t : dtime.xt), 1)

{ calculus, def. glue}

[XO,Xl""]

I

For a, a : (0' )seq we can derive:

tP(<p(a))

{ def. <p }
tP(glue(a, 0))
{ def. glue}

tP([a(O)]· glue(a, 1))
{ calculus, def. glue}

tP([a(O), a(I), ...J)

{ def·tP }

>.t : dtime.cut([a(O),a(I), .. .], t)

{ prop. of cut}

>.t : dtime.a(t)

a

This allows us to conclude:

tP 0 <p = I D(u)sgnl

(end of proof)
What use does theorem 6 have? It shows that it doesn't matter which representation

for signals is used; by using <p and tP we can change an expression of signals in sequences
to an expression in functions over time and vice versa.

7.6 Behavioral abstraction

We have discussed structural abstraction (decomposition), data abstraction (transforma
tion) and temporal abstraction. Only behavioral abstraction remains to be discussed.
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The mechanism of behavioral abstraction serves to relate partial specifications to im
plementation descriptions that fully define the device's behavior, by showing that they
agree on the device's behavior for all states and inputs defined by the specification. The
need for a mechanism of behavioral abstraction implies the need for a possibility to define
specification functions partially.

\Ve can express functions partially by introducing an element .Lq , for each type a,
denoting undefinedness. 4 If x _ .Lq , x : a, then x is said to be undefined.

The introduction of a new element in every type implies that all operations have to
be redefined. We will not do this here, mainly because not every type has need for the
symbol .L. More about partial orderings, partial functions and the .L-symbol can be read
in [Pau87].

A behavioral specification of a device can also be expressed partially by a predicate. We
already used this form of behavioral abstraction. Let f : a -+ T be a function. Suppose
that we only know a device A has a behavior that can be specified by f if the behavior on
the input lines satisfies a certain condition, say P( i), where i : a. So if the behavior on
the input lines is such that P( i) is true, then is device A specified by f( i). We can specify
device A by:

::Ii : a.P(i) ===> A(i) = f(i)

where P is a predicate defined on a and f is a function. Device A is specified by function
G, G : a -+ T where

G = Ai: a.(P'(i) -+ f(i)I.L-r)

such that pI is a boolean function defined on a by P'( i) = true {::::::} P(i). More
about the use of predicates as behavioral specifications is found in [Gor86, Gor88].

4 See also page 26
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Chapter 8

Concluding remarks

The previous chapters have shown methods to formalize the four kinds of abstractions as
mentioned in the introduction of this thesis. We have shown how the behavior of a device
is specified.

The actual derivation of specifications can be improved. The example of the adder
showed that a good implementation is not always the implementation that directly can
be derived using the data-abstraction isomorphisms. How can a good implementation be
derived? The following section suggests how designing by derivation is done using the
above-mentioned methods.

8.1 Specification and derivation

The specification of a device starts with an informal description of the device to be designed.
This description can also contain descriptions of devices connected to the device to be
designed. For example, a description of a memory device is needed in the design of a
mIcroprocessor.

8.1.1 The input type and output type

The next step is to determine the input values and output values that the device to be
designed can have. We will define abstract types to cover the possible input values and
output values of the device, where the input has a single type and the output also has a
single type, usually constructed with the sum type operator.

\Vhya single type and therefore a single input or output? Because the use of more than
one input or output is in fact a decision in the design process. Such decisions should be
postponed as long as possible. The introduction of new inputs and outputs by splitting the
old ones is in fact forced upon us by the implementation, because each input or output line
in the implementation, consisting of digital circuits, can usually contain only two values;
Hand L.
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s =G(i,s)

Figure 8.1: An abstract device DEV

Example. In the design of a microprocessor, one can determine a type OPCODE
to express the opcodes, a type ADDRESS to express the addresses, a type DATA
to express data, I NTR to express the interrupts, et cetera. The abstract input type
of the microprocessor to be designed is the sum type of the types mentioned above:
OPCODE +ADDRESS + INTR+ DATA+···. The abstract output type has a similar
form.

8.1.2 Abstract operations and specifications

After we have defined the abstract input type and abstract output type, we can construct
abstract functions on these types. The behavioral specification of the device to be designed
can be expressed in these functions defined on the abstract types. If necessary, we can
introduce a state variable together with its type. The device to be designed can now be
specified by a function F( i, s), where i describes the behavior of the input of the processor
and s is the state variable (see figure 8.1). The 'next state' of s is defined by a function
G(i,s).

Example. In the design of the microprocessor mentioned previously, we have to define
a state variable s to express the contents of the memory, the program counter, the accu
mulator, et cetera. The type of s is constructed such that it can handle data from the
accumulator, addresses of the program counter, and so on. It can be constructed like
DATA + ADDRESS + .". Let i be the variable specifying the input behavior of the
microprocessor. We can specify the processor by a function SCOMP(i, s) specifying the
behavior of its output and a function N XTSTATE( i, s) specifying the 'next state' of s.

8.1.3 Derivation

After the specification is constructed, we can try to derive an implementation. 1 First,
we have to find elementary operations on the individual abstract types by decomposition
of the specification. An example of an elementary operation defined on num is addition.

1An implementation is not always possible..
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Multiplication is not an elementary operation, because it can be expressed by other opera
tions on num. Decomposition can also lead to a smaller state variable and a less abstract
types.

Example. In the design of the microprocessor we can construct elementary operations
on DATA, like addition, on OPCODE, like an operator for selecting an microprocessor
instruction, and several other elementary operations.

Transformation. By trying to establish an isomorphism between abstract types and
less abstract types, we prove the existence of a transformation of an abstract operation.
This transformation is defined on the less abstract type and can also be decomposed to
elementary operations on that type.

An isomorphism between types can not always be constructed, especially when the
abstraction of the types is a temporal abstraction. In that case we have to construct a
function defined on the less abstract type to prove that a transformation of an abstract
operation exists.

By decomposition we can derive operations on the less abstract type, and so on - until
the implementation types and operations are reached. This makes the abstract operation
implementable.

'Vhen all abstract operations used in the specification are proved to be implementable
functions, then every function constructed from these is implementable abstract operations
an implementable function. This means that the behavioral specification of the device to
be designed is an implementable function. Its implementation is found by calculating the
transformation of the specification to the implementation type through the isomorphisms
and operations between the specification type and implementation type.

Example. An isomorphism in the design of a microprocessor is the isomorphism between
OPCODE, the type of the opcodes of the macro instructions, and opcode, the type of the
opcodes of the micro instructions. If all the micro instructions are implementable, then
are the macro instructions also implementable, because a macro instruction is constructed
from micro instructions.

Timing constraints. We have to be careful with temporal abstractions. A temporal
abstraction usually decreases the timing information so it can hide timing difficulties that
might occur in an implementation. We can bypass this problem if timing is introduced at
an early phase of the derivation process. However, that does not eliminate the possibility
on the occurrence of timing difficulties.

8.2 Conclusions

This thesis has shown that the idea of abstraction is useful in the formal derivation of
devices from their behavioral specification. We have seen that types are essential in the
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derivation method. The proof of the existence of an implementation of an abstract behav
ioral specification simply by proving the isomorphism between the implementation type
and the abstract type in which the specification is expressed, is indeed a powerful mecha
nism. However, isomorphism between the implementation type and the abstract type can
not always be proved, especially when the abstraction is a temporal abstraction.

\Ve can try to avoid this by an early use of timing and the concept of signals, e.g. in the
specification. This has a major drawback; the complexity of the specification and derivation
increases. behavioral descriptions become unreadable and unmanageable. Timing remains
a problem that must be taken seriously. We could express signals by sequences, which
is in fact a good representation of signals without loosing to much temporal information.
It is isomorphic to the representation of signals as functions defined on IN. However, the
search for a better representation for signals isomorphic to the previously mentioned signal
representations continues.

However, isomorphic time types share the same properties as other isomorphic types.
For any type (7, T, J.L we can prove (7 -+ T ~ (7 -+ J.L easily provided that T ~ J.L is true.
We have discovered some isomorphisms, e.g. (num dm ~ num m, that can be extended to
signal types. Let time be a time type, then the following isomorphism is true:

time -+ (num l)m ~ time -+ num m

The isomorphism (7 -+ (T X J.L) ~ ((7 -+ T) X ((7 -+ J.L) allows us to conclude:

(time -+ num dm
~ time -+ num m

This means that m implementation typed signals can be expressed by one num m - typed
signal. So, for the num 1 - typed signals Xl, ••• ,Xm there is one num m - typed signal a such
that a(t) f--+ (XI(t), ... , xm(t)) for all t : time.

Many other isomorphisms can be found to define the relation between an implementa
tion function and an abstract function. We could define some implementable operations
on abstract types. If a specification of a device is expressed in implementable operations
defined on abstract types, then we know that an implementation exists. We can even
derive it ! This derivation could be done automatically. So a behavioral specification of
a device expressed in implementable operations results in an implementation; a design of
the specified device satisfying the specification.
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